GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF LABOUR AND EMPLOYMENT
LOK SABHA
UNSTARRED QUESTION NO. 3520
TO BE ANSWERED ON 08.08.2022

ATAL BIMIT VYAKTI KALYAN YOJANA

3520. SHRI RAJESHBHAI CHUDASAMA:

Will the Minister of LABOUR AND EMPLOYMENT be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that the Government is implementing Atal Bimit Vyakti Kalyan Yojana in the country, if so, the details thereof;
(b) the number and details of persons registered so far under the said Yojana, State/UT-wise; and
(c) whether it is a fact that recently the Government has made some changes in the eligibility criteria and payment schedule in the said Yojana, if so, the details thereof?

ANSWER

MINISTER OF STATE FOR LABOUR AND EMPLOYMENT
(SHRI RAMESWAR TELI)

(a) to (c): Atal BeemitVyakti Kalyan Yojana (ABVKY) is a welfare measure for the employees covered under the Employees’ State Insurance (ESI) Act, 1948 in the form of cash compensation up to 90 days once in lifetime of the worker in the contingency of Insured Persons’ (IPs’) unemployment.

The scheme came into force on 01.07.2018 and extended twice from 01.07.2020 to 30.06.2021 and from 01.07.2021 to 30.06.2022 in order to provide relief to those IPs who became unemployed during the Covid-19 pandemic. The eligibility and other conditions of the scheme were relaxed w.e.f. 24.03.2020 as under:-

i. The rate of relief under the scheme was enhanced from 25% of the average daily earnings to 50% of average daily earnings of the claimant.

Contd..2/
ii. The IP should have been in insurable employment for a minimum 2 years and should have contributed for not less than 78 days in the contribution period immediately preceding the unemployment and minimum 78 days in one of the remaining three contribution periods in two years prior to unemployment. Earlier, minimum contribution of 78 days in each of four contribution periods was required.

iii. The waiting period to file the claim was reduced from 90 days to 30 days.

iv. Mandatory filing through employer and submission of affidavit by the claimant was dispensed with.

All the Insured Persons covered under ESI Act are entitled under the scheme and no separate registration is required.
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